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Fires / The black book of forest protection - Three findings
call for implementation
⋮ 24.7.2023

Unanimous conclusion of the inter-party committee (1993) - Conclusion of the Standing Committee on
the Environment (2008) - Goldamer Conclusion (2018-2019) - Eth. Lekkas on Sunday Dawn

In recent years, a disproportionate relationship has been observed between the number of fires that
occur in our country and the number of acres that are burned. The areas that become ashes are much
more in proportion to the outbreaks, compared to earlier periods. After the fire in Mati, which was a field
of exploitation by New Democracy, the Mitsotakis government followed the motto "first we protect human
life, then property and then the forests". What does this mean; According to the president of the Greek
Foresters, Antigoni Karadonda, "because of their own victims, the firefighters do not enter the fire, they
wait for it on the road and do not attempt in the forests, as a result of which precious time is lost". “What
does a forest fire need to grow? Oxygen, temperature and forest vegetation. And what does that mean?
As long as something of the three is not missing, it grows more and more. During the fire, local
meteorological conditions are caused. Burning forest fuel releases a significant amount of heat, which
affects air humidity. This creates a localized air circulation that continues as it encounters rich fuel
sources" he explains to AUGI on Sunday and adds: "By letting the fire burn and waiting for it to reach the
lows, what you are doing is you have given it a significant momentum, with high intensity, and
extinguishing becomes difficult. The great energy that has manifested itself during the spread of the fire
has made its control very difficult. The result of this is that houses also burn and are destroyed. It creates
a feeling that it is done on purpose."

https://www-avgi-gr.translate.goog/koinonia/455716_i-mayri-biblos-tis-dasoprostasias-tria-porismata-zitoyn-efarmogi?_x_tr_sl=auto&_x_tr_tl=en&_x_tr_hl=de&_x_tr_pto=wapp
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However, it wasn't always this way. Until 1998, when the responsibility was with the Forest Service, the
firefighting philosophy was completely different. The foresters were all in the forest and operating. "We
were all in the woods. This was also a tipping point that we were accused of by the media, since they
claimed that they could not communicate to be given information to do the report. In the areas that were
close to the mixed zone of settlements and forests, the foresters operated in the forest and the firefighters
protected the urban fabric, that is, they did what they were trained to do. In this way, there were no losses
of property, even if we had very large fires", emphasizes Antigone Caradonta. It may sound strange, but
the president of the Foresters emphasizes that the way a fire will be extinguished also depends on the
type of tree that is burning, on the topography, the special conditions, etc. For example, there is a
possibility that - no matter how much water one pours - especially in broadleaf evergreens (such as holly)
the root of the tree will burn and give a resurgence even at 50 meters. “So what you have to do is go out
and then work around to get as deep as possible and ensure you don't have a new fire at some distance.
Extinguishment no longer has this philosophy." As Ant explains. Caradona, "forest fires are now treated
like urban fires and this is the big mistake. Specifically, urban fires are statistical, i.e. you have a burning
house, you will pour water, at some point it will turn off. Forest fires do not have these characteristics,
they are characterized by dynamics and intensity. The same philosophy is used, but in different things."

The experience from the past and the differences with today
Transferring experience from the past, the president of the foresters notes that when she was working as
a forest commando, Greece was one of the first countries in the South to implement this model. "As soon
as a fire started, the first people to go were the employees of the local forest offices. We were transported
by helicopters or C130 planes so that we could arrive as quickly as possible. We would land near the fire,
take a front and start working it, manually, with axes, hoes, chainsaws and other tools, either making
belts, or separating the burnt from the unburnt, or helping to create networks (to carry water as far as
possible). It is important to understand that the forest fire must be treated in its origin. The local
communities were helpful in this. There was no chance that a fire would start and the residents would not
come to help in any way, e.g. with tools, making belts, carrying water. In fact, in some forest legislative
decrees remuneration was provided for those who helped", he points out. The same extinguishing
philosophy is followed by the Romanian firefighters that everyone admired in North Evia in 2021 and this
year in Keratea. Clearly, the means at their disposal are more modern than before 1998. "It seems terribly
ironic to admire something that we also had and probably before them," comments Antigone Caradonta
meaningfully. in some forest legislative decrees remuneration was provided for those who helped" he
points out. The same extinguishing philosophy is followed by the Romanian firefighters that everyone
admired in North Evia in 2021 and this year in Keratea. Clearly, the means at their disposal are more
modern than before 1998. "It seems terribly ironic to admire something that we also had and probably
before them," comments Antigone Caradonta meaningfully. in some forest legislative decrees
remuneration was provided for those who helped" he points out. The same extinguishing philosophy is
followed by the Romanian firefighters that everyone admired in North Evia in 2021 and this year in
Keratea. Clearly, the means at their disposal are more modern than before 1998. "It seems terribly ironic
to admire something that we also had and probably before them," comments Antigone Caradonta
meaningfully.

Last year the Mitsotakis government took 500 forest rangers, but until today we do not know how they
act. The Fire Brigade is a 'military' - bureaucratic body. Orders are given by the superior in the hierarchy
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and must be followed, despite possible disagreements. On the contrary, "things were a little more free for
us. The local coordinator showed confidence, gave the sector and had to ensure that the fire would be
extinguished, not spread and above all there would be no rekindling. It was a forbidden word in our
vocabulary," says the president of the foresters. But the biggest difference is this: the forest officials, with
the studies they have done, have acquired the knowledge that is decisive but also required to deal with a
forest fire. "All this may seem funny, but it is the theoretical basis that is necessary for practice. Also, we
put a lot of emphasis on the triangle of fire: air, oxygen and forest vegetation. For a forest fire to go out,
one of three things must disappear."

In conclusion, extinguishing a forest fire can be described as an entire science. A hose or multiple aerials
is not enough. In particular for the latter, Antigone Karadonda notes that, for our country, with the specific
topographical relief and the specific forest ecosystems, they cannot be the main means of extinguishing,
but can only be considered as auxiliary. The reason is that many prerequisites are required to act (ideal
air conditions, lack of smoke, PPC networks, daytime, etc.). “Whatever means you have, 1 million hoses,
1 million firefighters, 1 million airplanes, it takes a plan. The light wants you to work on it. Treat her with
respect and listen to her. The sound the fire makes will tell you whether there will be a rekindling or not."
That is, everything is part of a big chain with many things to follow. "Certainly the model our country uses
should change. Countries of the South that followed our model revised after its evaluation and introduced
science into extinguishing" adds the president of the foresters.

Unexploited findings
"Three findings on forest fires call for implementation. In 1993, the unanimous conclusion of the inter-
party committee during the prime ministership of Constantinos Mitsotakis. In 2008, the permanent
Environment Committee chaired by the current prime minister. In 2018-19, the Goldamer finding. Do we
have the will to overcome any qualms and implement the findings? Time is up for Attica, there is no going
back. The issue is what we do for the rest of the regions of our country" he concludes.

In closing, Antigone Caradonta emphasizes: "There should be a substantial evaluation of the
extinguishing system used in our country. To examine its results, the costs for the personnel and the
means used, the effects on the burned forest areas and the forest ecosystem, the economic cost of the
properties lost as well as that required to carry out flood protection works - protection of burned areas.
Consider the impacts and economic costs, from oxygen loss, soil drift downstream or even washing
away, climate change, biodiversity, agriculture, livestock, beekeeping, etc. in order to draw the
conclusions that will lead to the selection of the optimal extinguishing system as well as to a substantial
planning of the actions to be taken during such events (e.g. evacuation). Forestry science and technology
(Artificial Intelligence) cannot be absent."

Forest fires are fueling the climate crisis

The professor of Dynamic Tectonics Applied Geology and Natural Disaster Management Efthymios
Lekkas emphasizes in Sunday's DAWN that it is obvious that the social and economic effects of the
recent fires in the Greek area are very important. But what is difficult to assess are the effects on the
environmental level, which may leave their mark forever.
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"The overall effects of forest fires are mapped to effects on fauna, flora, air, soil, subsoil, water element,
underground and surface water," he notes. In other words, each of the above systems is destroyed or
significantly degraded, a process that has been analyzed in great detail by the respective scientific
branches, sciences that have made huge strides, especially on the issues of environmental management
at a pre-catastrophic, co-catastrophic and post-catastrophic level.

Efthymios Lekkas underlines that the management of forests, air pollution, water pollution, forest fire
progression forecasting, soil changes, landslide risk, flooding phenomena, erosion management,
infrastructure redesign and of the critical networks, the regeneration process of the forest, the qualitative
and quantitative degradation of the water element are just some of the topics that make up the scientific
fields that are investigated with the most modern available in terms of technology by Greek scientists.
Recently, he adds, at EKPA it has been calculated that an increase of 0.5 degrees in especially sensitive
areas, such as the Mediterranean, increases by 30 days the duration of high temperatures and by 5 days
of heatwave. "A forest fire increases the risk of flooding by 7 times, by 4 times the risk of soil erosion and
by 3 times the risk of landslides, while all of this contributes to the advance of desertification and of
course to the further acceleration of the increase in temperature. A vicious circle, in other words, the
speed of which is constantly increasing," he explains.

Early removal saves lives
The professor and the Scientific Team of the PMS "Environmental, Disaster and Crisis Management
Strategies" point out that the special characteristics of the Mediterranean create ideal conditions for a fire
to occur. It is no coincidence that in Southern Europe approximately 85% of the total burned areas of
Europe are recorded every year. "Especially for Greece, the risk is particularly high," he notes, as more
than 80% of the country's total population is concentrated in the Mediterranean zone of medium climate
along the coasts or at low altitudes.

The specific areas, according to the professor, present the highest forest fire risk indicators. "The
protection of human life during a fire is always the first priority, which is why the management policy
commonly applied in many countries suggests early preventive evacuation as the safest option for
residents when they are threatened by a forest fire" .

However, every year the debate opens about the efficiency of implementing the measure, contrasted with
the right to protect their property. Ev. Lekkas emphasizes that it is recognized that the organized
preventive removal of citizens is not the only option and cannot be applied in general. However, since
some conditions are not fully met, any individual choice of the residents to stay is deemed extremely
dangerous for human life.


